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The Fourth Symposium on Temperature, its Measurement and Control was 

held in Columbus, Ohio. It was sponsored by the American Institute of Physics; 

Instrume nt Socie ty of America and the National Bureau of Standards. Some of the 

vital sta t istics may be summarized as follo ws: The first session was officially 

started at 10:30 AM on March 27 and a final session termi'nated at approximately 

~PM March 31, 1961. Two hundred twenty eight scheduled papers were presented 

and more than 30 post deadline papers were added. A total of 41 s.essions were held, 

some occurring on Monday and Tuesd ay evenings. The sessions were divided into 

five catagories which were: 

a) Plenary sessions during which background and tutorial. 
type papers were presented. These papers were allotted 
45 minutes. 

b) Definitions of temperature and the establishment of temper-
ature scales. Most of these papers were 30 minutes long . 

c) Principle s and Applications of instruments 

d) Applications of Mea surements in various field sand 

e) 'Temperatur e and heat considerations in Biophysics. 

The pos itive temperatures that were discussed ranged from several millidegrees to 

several million de g rees Kelvin. Dr. Ramsey dis,cussed negative temperatures which ' 

are hotter than positive temperatures. 

Th e work reported in this memorandum was performed in connection with C ontract No . 
AF-1 8( oJ O )-15 05 with the U . S. Army Signal Re search and Development Labo ratory, The 
Office o f Naval Resear cl1 and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 
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i"o ;1.ttempt will be made to discuss any paper in deta il bu~ m.ention will be 

:. ,<! ., of some of the many highlights that were reported and discussed . A list of 

:11 ·- lI ch ecl uled papers that were presented is appended. The Am.erican Institute of 

P'1 ),sics has publi s hed the abstracts of each of these papers. A 3 volum.e com.pilatio n 

of the proceedings, edited by Dr. Herzfeld of N. B. S. will be published ':J y Rhe inhold 

Publishing Company. 

After the introducto ry rem.arks and welco m.e by Dr. Astin, Dr. Lindsay 

presented the first pape r of the conference in whic h he discussed the concepts o f a 

thermodynamic system.. One of the most important variab es which characterizes 

a thermodynamic system. in e quil ibrium. is temperature. He also discus sed how 

temperature may be defined on ~he basis of the zeroth law of therm.odynam.ics and on 

the statistical foundation which defines tem.perature as being proportional to the 

m.odulus of the statistical distribution. 

Dr. Ramsey then extended the tem.perature scale to negative values during his 

discussion of therm.odynamic system.s where the preferred energy state is the higher 

state. These have the analogous characteristics of" normal" therm.odynam.ic system.s 

in equilibria. The tem.peratures of these system. s are negative quantities and are 

"hotter" than any tem.pe rature in the positive scale. T h e usual form.ulation of the 

2nd law o f therm.odynam.ics m.ust be altered slightly, to include these additional sys

tem.s, as follows: It is im.possible to construct a heat engine that will operate in a 

closed cycle and provide no other effect than 1) the extra ction of heat from. a positive 

tem.peratur e, reservoir with the performance of an equivalent am.ount of work or 

2) the rejection of heat into a negative tem.perature rese'rvoir with corresponding work 

being do ne on the engine. Som.e . .§ystem.s _~hat were .r eJ_~.E.r:.e_d to .. as having negative 

tem.pe ra ture s . include ,..rn_as~r s ,_ la ~er_s .and ne ga ti ve_ .::~.~istance s; and nega ti ve tempera

ture systems i n general act C1. S amplifier s whereas positive resistance networks act as 

attenuators. 

Our cryogenic laboratory at M. R. 1. is largely conc~rned with phenomena 

occuring at temperatures below 90
0

K and with the measurements of tem.perature. 

in this region . This was the deciding factor whenever there was a choice among , a 

number of sessions, which occur ed almost at ea ch session period. At the moment 

there is no International Temperature Scale below the b oiling point of oxygen (90
0

K). 

Thus there were a num.ber of sessions devoted to this and allied problems. Gas 

thermometers are us e d by most laboratories as the primary standard in this region. 

These are based on the gas law PV= RT(l + B ~T) t sp t ... ) where B(T) and C(T) 
v 

are the virial coeffi cients. (For an ideal gas these are zero). Other types of gas 

thermometers , whic h m a y be u sed for very high temperatures were discussed in a 

session devote<:J. exclusively to thi s type of thermomete r. Dr.' Moessen described the 
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P.>nnsylvania State University Thermodynamic Scale which is b as e d on a constant 

\'t~lllme gns thermometer. To maintain a co nstant volume the me rcury level in the 

monometer arm that is connected to the temperature sensing bulb is maintained at a 

con stant level. A precision of approximately. 001
0 

is claimed and agreement with the 

N . B . S. scale in the region is better than . 015
0

• Dr. Barber described another type of 

constant volume gas thermometer used at the National Phys i cal Laboratories. The 

constant volume in this t her m ometer is mLntained by sealing the capillary to the gas 

bulb with a diaphragm. Two gas c ylinders, one w i th helium under pressure and the 

other one evacuated, a re used to counterbalance the pres sure produced in the gas 

bulb. A capacitance prob e determines the zero po sition of the diaphragm. (The 

diaphragm is at room temperature and is conne cted to the gas bulb by a long capillary 

tube). The probable long term precision is in the order of • 001-. 003
0

K. Member~ of 

the Committee of Standard s, Measure s and Measuring ,Instruments of the Council of 

Ministers o f the USSR in the course of thei r discussion of platinum resistance t 'her

mometry described their constant volume gas thermometer which also has a diaphragm 

to seal the gas bulb. However the diaphragm is adjacent to the gas bulb and thus almost 

no capilla ry dead space exists. However, the diaphragm must be able to function at 
o 

temperatures as low as 10 K. Dr. M. Holland of Raytheon in a post deadline paper 

described a gas thermom ete r system where neither the pressure nor the volume were 

maintained constant. However. since the a ccuracies that he required for his work 

were of the order of. 1 .010K we cannot readily compare his system with the others . 

It should be noted that many of the factors that contributed to the lower accuracy were 

not related to the inherent inaccuracies of the thermometry system, e. g. he used a 

relatively inexpensive cathetometer to read the height of the mercury column. 

An alternate thermodynamic thermome tel' rna y be based on the velocity of 

sound in a gas. For an ideal gas the velocity o f sound is proportional to the square 

root of temperature, for a non ideal gas the virial coeffi cients must be in cluded in 

the equation. Dr. Plumb (N. B. S. ) discussed an acoustical inter fer ometer for temper

atures in the liquid helium range. The current unit that was tes ted gave temperature 

r e adings which diffe red only by 10 millidegrces fr om temperatures derived from , vapor 

pressure measurements. Attempts at i':. n. S., will be made to improve on the design 

and construction materials used to reduce the diffe rential in the derived temperatures . 

In addition to its importance as another type of thermodynamic thermometer it should 

be much more convenient to us e ·~an t r'" cumber.some gas thermometer. 

For temperatures from 90
0

K to 630
0

C the platinum resistance thermometer 

(P. R. T. ) may be used to determine the lnte rnatidnal Practical Temperature Scale by 
o 

using 3 defining fixed points to calibra te i.t. A ccuracies in the order of • 0001 may be 
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. "..lined readily. ' H ow e ver, below 90
0

K there i s no simple equation rela ting re

.jsti vi ty and temperature for platinum wire. Thus for a comparison of the gas 

ther momete rs used by different laboratories, the gas thermometer scale is transfered 

to a s pecial PRT scale point by point. Comparing gas thermometers in thi s manner 
o · 

ag r e ement of better than. 01 K were reported by m a ny laboratories. 

Dr. Corruccini (N. B. S. ) sugge sted a three point calibration technique 

(below 90
0

K) for interpolating between the calibration points. Other speakers indicated 

possible equations tha t may be useful for deriving a resistance - temJ'erature curve for 

resistance thermometers . m a de o f very pure platinum' where ~ :tt ci go = 1. 3925 or 

greater. 

On Tuesday evening a Panel Discussion on Calibration was held. The panel 

consisted of members of the N: B. S. staff who answered questions raised by the 

attendees. These questions dealt with calibration techniques, probable accuracies 

that are obtainable with different types of thermometers and for different temperature 

ranges, and such non-technical topics as how long it takes the Bureau to calibrate 

thermometers and what ~ack-log exists. Aside from questions dealing d irectly with 

calibration techniques (the answers to these may be found usually in one of the 

Bureaus publications) several interesting observations were made by the panelists • 
........ 

For a calibrated, standard instrument whose accuracy is to be maintained to the 

same degree that it was calibrated at the N. B. S. it should be hand carried from the 

Bureau instead of being shipped by comm')n carrier. This is done with all standards 

that are used for comparisons with international standards or among the national 

standards laboratories. 

Dr. Herzfeld, chairman of the Panel reite rated that the Bureau welcomes reque sts 

for standard ization of measuring equipment even when it is not set up to carry out the 

mea surements. To recei ve an appropria tion fr o m Congre s s for establishing a calibrat

ion facility the Bureau ha s to demonstrate a ne ed for the facility. This is be s t done by hav

ing received numerous and repeat e d reque sts for the service. 

Several problems that may occur when calibrating thermom.·eters 'using the 

fixed defined points were also noted. It usually takes several days for sulfur baths 

to reach equilibrium . In addition sinc e the sulfur point is a boiling point measurement, 

the vapor pres sure must be very accurately measured also. Thus it is recommended 

that the zinc melting point be used instead. Similarly for calibrations using the 

triple point of water, approximately 24 h our s may b e needed for equilibrium to be 

reached. 

F 1 ( 0 0 . 
or ow temperature m eas u rements 2 - 2 0 K) several semI conductor re-

sistance thermometers ha ve been used extcn s i\ely. These are usually made of carbon 
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or doped germanium. 

The work of Dr. Plumb, Edlow and Cataland indicated that after appreciable 

thermal cycling carbon resistors were not satisfactory as secondary precision 

thermometers. However germanium resistance thermometers were very stable 

and could be used as secondary precision th e rmometers. The disadvantages of the 

germanium thermometers are that they require individual point by point calibration 

and they exhibit a large anisotropic magneto re sistance. Aside from the se short

comings germanium thernlometers are suitable for use as a ccurate reprod ucible 

reference thermometers in the range of 1 to 35
0

K . These results were confirmed 

in the papers presented by Dr. Kunzler (Bell Laboratories), by Mr. M. H. Edlow 

(N. B. S. ) and by Dr. P. Lindenfeld (Rutgers University). {Currently two indu strial 

concerns are selling germanium thermometers for low temperature measurements. 

In addition to the three aforementione d r es istance thermometers thermistors 

were also the subject of some discussion. Advantages o f these elements are their 

large negative temperature coefficient, small volume which implies fast response 

and they exhibit no magnetoresistive effects. However, for low temperature work 

the se units are still only in the developmental stage s. 

O f the many methods for measur ing resistance either a bridge method or a 

potentiometric me thod is being used for precision work. Evans (N. B. S. ) described the 

details of his refinements on a Mueller re si stance bridge de scribed by St imson in his 

1954 Symposium paper. 

A novel potentiometric circuit w a s described...by Dr. Dauphinee. A capacitor is 

switched periodica lly between the known and unknown resistor which are in series. 

A null ind i catic"l on a galvanomete r in a nother branch (which is. als o in serie s with 

one of the positions of the capacitor) indic ates when the two res istors a r" equal. 

Ad. p. d. t. e l e ctromecha nical choppe r is u sed to switch the capacitor. Thus a direct 

compari.son of the two resistors may be m.c1.de using only a single ~.l · _ 'ance. The chief 

adva ntages of the potentiometric m ethods are retained . (These are insensitivity to 

magnitude and variation of lead r esistanc es a nd a bility to cover wide range of resist

lanc's without loss of significan t figures.) Se veral variations of the basic idea were 

P-"sl'nl"d including a dirc-ct dial reading un it (in °C) for the range of _500 to 700 0 C to 

• {)QI('C· t 
lor tn" 1'1 an<i;u-d 25 . 5 ohm platinum resistanc e thermometer . 

h t !", r.\!\/:e !r0:11 0 . 3
0 

to 4. ZOK vapor pressure measurements are being used 
A . 

':..Je" is use d for Z to 4 . ZOK and 

For ver y pre cise,mea surements it was 

p-c":n::l<' ' ,fl.-·! :I:.\t. -I"j).l r,t .~ t!H' rn10!':1': tc r bulb be used and the section of the 
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thermometer stem which passes thru the liquid surface should be isolated (by a 

vacuum jacket) from contact with the liquid (Cataland of N. B. S.). If less accurate 

measurements (less accurate than ~ . OOloX) are required than one may measure the 

vapor pressure of the helium gas above the liquid. 

o 
For temperatures below 1 K the thermodynamic temperature scale is based on 

the magnetic thermometer i. e . the me asurement of the magnetic susceptibility of 

materials such as cerous magnesium nitrate. (Paper A. 3.1 by Dr. Hudson of N. B. S. ) 

This ma terial obeys the Curie Law accurately to • OloK (X = CT- I + a.). In pract ice 

the rna gnetic thermometer is calibrated against the He 
4 

thermometer in the l_4 0 K 

range a nd then measurements of X can be related to temperatures below 10 K. 

Dr. R. D. Taylor of Los Alamos suggested using the l-los sbauer effec t as the 

ba sis for a thermometer. ' In this region the po p ulations of nuclear spin sub levels at 

very low temperatures is a function of temperature and the relative populations are 
, b 6E 

glven y e --kt ' . Excellent agreement between theory and measured re sults were 

reported in the temperature range between. 85 4
0

K. Modification of the present 

set-up is expected to produce accurate and detailed measurements to as low as .30 K. 

Some of the sugge sted ad vantage s of this method are direct metal-metal contacts for 

relatively high thermal conductivity, ease o f source preparation and. applicability 

of method to lower temperatures. Although this method does not appear to be as 

convenient as others in this range it is desitable as an alternate thermodynamic 

thermometer.. Thermocouples a re very useful laboratory thermometers which 

may cover a wide range of temperatures and where the precision of some of the 

previously discussed me thods are not r equ ired. Although the specially developed 

gold-cobalt vs. copper gives a relatively high thermoelectric e. m. £. the inho' ) 

geneities along the wires a nd the deviations between different lots makes it less 

desirable than copper-constantan. (Dr. Powell of N . B . S. ) 

The papers mentioned above represent but a sampling of those presented 

which dealt with temperature me asur ements below 90
0

K and with some of th e basic 

concepts of t e mpera ture and thermom etry. The others of equal significance and 

interest have been left unmentioned since multipl e simultaneous sessions, at times 

as many as five only permitted the attendance at selected sessions. The p'lpers on 

physiological re sponse to heat and cold for example should have been of intere st 

even to the layman in th e field. Preprints for some of the p a pers wer e made 

available by their authors, However the volumes containing th e proce eding s of the 

symposium will b e eagerly awaited ;:l,S a valuable reference for any type of temperature 

mea sureme nt. 

--
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